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Viewing Comprehension 
Tick the correct answers. ✔

❒The girls Jaana and Bettan (brown hair) seem to be best friends. 

❒Bettan starts to loose interest in wrestling. 

❒Bettan tries very hard and even beats a boy during wrestling practice. 

❒Jaana feels disappointed (enttäuscht) as her friend Bettan leaves her alone. 

❒Jaana seems to enjoy that Bettan is dancing during wrestling class.

Fill in the gaps by using these words:  

  jealous /like/  brush /annoys/ lobster / wealthy / smoke/ hits/ smell  

Michele is a boy from a _____________ family and takes a 
___________ to his friend’s house. Leone und Michelle 
__________ their first cigarettes and _______ their teeth to hide 
the _________________. Leone’s mum seems to find out. She 
seems to _________ Michelle a lot though. Leone feels 
_____________ and acts all bossy around him. At dinner he 
_____________ his mum and she ________ him. 

Give a short answer. 

What does the girl practice at the start of the film? 

What do the boy and girl do together? 

Does the girl like the kiss? What does she say about it? 

       1: Tweener 

 

       2: Lobster Dinner 

 

       3: Hvalagapet 
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Complete the sentences. 

The story takes place in … 

While the father is gone, the children have to … 

The soldiers try to … 

If a soldier shoots somebody, he gets a ________________ as a reward. 

When the father comes back he is …

Underline the correct answers.  

1. Camila likes / does not like wearing dresses. 

2. Camila likes filming / swimming / watching TV / boys / girls. 

3. At the end of the film, the family celebrates Christmas / New Years Eve. 

Tick the correct answers. ✔

❒ The film can be described as a documentary. 

❒ The film was made in the United States of America. 

❒The film shows both boys and girls. 

❒ The film shows what girls look like when they are happy and angry. 

❒ The film shows why 12-year-old girls cry. 

❒ The film also shows an adult.

       4: Snow for water 

 

       5: all my joy 

 

    6: Field guide to being a 12- 
        Year old Girl 
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How I Liked the Event 
I liked … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Favourite Part of the Day was __________________________________  

________________________________________________________ 

Because ___________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________ 

I liked Short film Nr. ___ The Most Because____________________________  

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________ 

I Did not like Short film Nr. ___ Because______________________________  

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

  … VISITING THE BERLINALE.

100

25%

50%

75%

😍

😣

🤩

  … THE SHORT FILMS.

  … READING ENGLISH 
SUBTITLES.   … THE Q AND A / INTERVIEW 

AFTER THE FILM SCREENING.

  … THE QUESTIONS OUR CLASS 
ASKED.

  … THE CINEMA.
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My Favourite Short Film   

✩✩✩✩ 
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My Project Ideas 
★ Our Class will produce an Audio Podcast  
★ you will Work on your own Project in small Teams (2 -3 People) 
★ You will Produce an Audio File Using your Smartphone (2 - 3 Mins) 
★ You can Choose Which Film Your Project / Recording Focuses on 
★ You can Also Do A Project about the Screening Event as a Whole „Our Berlinale Visit“ 

Here Are Some Project Ideas: 

Add some More Project Ideas !  
 ✔ Tick the Idea you like the most. 

Short 
Film 1

- Friends with different goals: How can friends deal with that? (Give advice in an interview, info talk , ___) 
-
-

Short 
Film 2

- Bringing over a lobster 🦀  to your friend’s house: What would you bring? (Tell a story,  ___________) 
- When your mom loves your friend but not you… (Giving Advice/ _________) 
-
-

Short 
Film 3

- My first kiss  (Tell a story,  _________________________________________________) 
- How to ________________________________________________________ (role-play) 
-

Short 
Film 4

- Life of teenagers in times of war (Tell a story,  ___________, _________________________) 
-
-

Short 
Film 5

- How adults want to dress us (Tell a story,  ___________, _________________________) 
- The beautiful small things in our lives … (______________________________________) 
-

Short 
Film 6

- How 15-Year-olds can change the world (Tell a story,  ___________, ___________________) 
- The life of __________________________ (role-play) 
-

Project 
about 
all films 
/ the 
whole 
event

- Inner Monologue („Stream of Consciousness“ from the perspective of any of the film characters) 
- Interview about one film 
- Interview about the whole event 
- Life of a teenage film star  
- More questions I would like to ask the actors (phone call role-play) 
-
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*** Advanced Tasks 

1. Explain what Short stories (Like „Cornflakes“ in German Class ) And Short Films have in 
common. 

________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


2. From the Perspective of one Character of one film, write down a Inner Monologue 
(“Stream of Consciousness“). 

________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________

 

________________________________________________________________________________
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⭐ / ⭐⭐
How I liked 
the event 
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⭐/ ⭐⭐
Viewing 

Comprehension 
(Check results  with 

solution sheet) 
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⭐⭐
My  

Favourite  
Film 
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⭐⭐
My project 

Ideas 
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⭐ ⭐ ⭐
Advanced 
Tasks for 

Fast-Finishers


